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Annual RAA sponsored Pot Luck dinner
Please join us at the Lyncrest Flight Centre for the eleventh annual potluck dinner Saturday
December 7th. Doors open at 5pm and dinner will be at 6:00 pm. You are welcome to bring
guests, all we ask is that each couple bring one dish. You could bring an appetizer, main course or
dessert and some home made wine if you have some. Please come and enjoy dinner with other
aviation enthusiasts.
Larry Brown presentation – Thursday November 21, 7:30
Recently, Larry Brown was involved in an aircraft incident at the Brandon Airport. He was flying a
Stearman By-plane and a major malfunction of the propeller caused the engine to separate from
the aircraft. Please join Larry at the Lyncrest Flight Centre on Thursday November 21 at 7:30pm
to hear him tell this amazing story.
From Lyncrest to France and Back by RV-7A (Part 2)
The weather in Charlottetown was expected to be good for the next few days, then deteriorate
later in the week, so we decided to make our long over-water flights in the first two days of the
week.
To get our feet wet (hopefully not in a literal sense) our first stop a planned for Iles de la
Madeleine, a string of islands off the East coast of Prince Edward Island. Weather was sunny with
scattered cloud and a good tailwind, so off we went with our small formation of RVs.
Surprisingly enough our first over water conversation centered around water temperature at the
north end of the Gulf Stream and how long it would take to get rescued if the engine quit.
Fortunately, all went well and Ile de la Madeleine showed up right where it was supposed to be.

Approaching Iles de la Madeline
From our arrival direction the airport was not visible on approach, so landing was a bit unsettling.
Approaching over the ocean we could also see the ocean on the other side of the island with what
appeared to be a few hills in the middle.
Once over the hills, the runway was right here it was supposed to be, so we made an uneventful
landing.
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Final for Iles de la Madeleine (Don’t run off the end of the runway!)
We rented a van for the day and started
exploring. Iles de la Madeleine is part of
Quebec, so the predominant language is
French but we got along with few problems
in English. Having a French speaker in our
group helped but turned out not to be
necessary.
I have to say this was just about the most
pleasant place a person could spend a
warm Summer day. The people were
friendly, the scenery was fabulous, the
touristy sort of stuff was present but not
overpowering. During the day we went
down by the docks to watch the fishing boats over to the bay to see the kite boarding, took a
stroll around the tourist shops and then saw something I had no expectation of seeing.

Kite Boarding
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Some Explanation
We drove by this contraption twice, than came back
again and took a closer look. Turns out there is a
local inventor who duplicates medieval siege
weapons for fun. These are fully operational
weapons that he uses to bombard the harbour
when there are no boats around. The inventor
noticed us looking around and asked if we were
interested in a demonstration. We were. Loading
the Trebuchet requires four people and about 20
minutes of labor, even when you cheat and use a
pickup truck to wind up the counterweight.
The launch was a success, although I have to say
the whole operation looked pretty risky. I guess in
Medieval times the whole occupational health and
safety thing wasn’t a big consideration.
After a little more touring around, it was back to
the airport for the flight to our base of operation in
Charlottetown.

What the heck is this?

The Ammunition
Tuesday was again a beautiful East coast summer day, so the trip to St Pierre was a go. In our
preplanning, the idea was to fly to Stephenville in Newfoundland for a fuel stop, then go on to St
Pierre. And like many a good plan, the reality is something different. A few hours before departure
we got a NOTAM that Stephenville no longer had 100LL. However, St Pierre did have fuel and
could provide without the normal 4 hour notice identified in the flight supplement.
Just like our trip to Iles de la Madeleine yesterday, we flew with two other RVs, except this time
we took different routes. One plane headed direct across the ocean. The other two planes headed
to the South West corner of Newfoundland and skirted the coastline until we were close to St
Pierre and then cut South. Like the day before, as soon as we were out of sight of land the engine
started to make subtle imaginary strange noises.
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The Lonely Ocean - Your engine always makes strange noises out here
None of the noises turned out to be anything but imaginary and we arrived on time and only
five minutes behind the plane that came direct.

Approach to St Pierre
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Three RVs in St Pierre
The ATC guy was up there in the top 10 friendliest controllers I have ever dealt with and customs
was just about as friendly.
Remember I said we decided to buy fuel in St Pierre because there was none in Stephenville. Well
when we tried to pump fuel nothing happened. It was looking like this was going to be more than
a one day visit since we didn’t have enough fuel to safely get back to Canada. An electrician was
called out and he went to work on the pump controller. it looked like he took jumper wires and
bypassed safety interlocks until the pump would run. We got our fuel and pushed the planes back
from the pump. Well back ... far back, really far back.
When you did the conversion from Euros into Canadian dollars and added in the callout charge the
fuel price came out to about $4.70 per liter. Ouch!
From there on we had a real pleasant day. The weather was nice. The people were friendly and
you could imagine yourself in a European fishing town, which in essence we were. The only
difficult moment came when we had to pay the taxi driver since none of us had Euros. Turns out
the price for a ride is $4. 4 dollars in Euros, 4 dollars American, 4 dollars Canadian. It’s all
accepted as legal tender for a cab ride in St Pierre.

Downtown St. Pierre
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The lady at the tourist office told me that St Pierre is a bit of a misfit place. French people see it
as a strange little place more part of Canada than France While Canadians see it as a misfit part of
Europe. The locals see a lot of their children move to France, although many stay behind. An
interesting historical tidbit is that many of the grandmothers around the island are from
Newfoundland, apparently courted by lonely French fishermen on shore leave in St John’s back in
the day. At the end of a very pleasant day we headed back to the airport for our trip back to
Charlottetown.
By the way, if you overshoot the runway at Ile de la Madeleine you are going to get wet. At St
Pierre, they don’t want that to happen so they put a crash barrier at the end of the runway so you
won’t get wet but it will probably hurt. I have to say it certainly focuses your attention on takeoff
and landing.
To summarize for any other
pilots considering this trip, there
are a couple of things to keep in
mind:
First - it is a great trip
and a nice place to visit.
Well worth the trip
Watch the weather. This
area is around where the
warm Gulf Stream meets
the
Don’t run off the end of the
runway in St Pierre!
-

-

cold Labrador current so the visibility can be very bad.
The flight involves a fair bit of open water flying so plan accordingly – an inflatable life vest
is a necessity and should be worn, not packed. I had a flare gun and other emergency
gear. If I went again, I would make sure I had a waterproof portable radio attached to my
belt. You hope never to need any of these things, but just like the airbag in your car it is
there if you need it, not because you expect to use it.
Flying to St Pierre, which is part of France is easier than flying to the USA – just show up
with your passport and it’s all cool.

Happy Flying!
Steven
RAA Chapter tour to Minot, North Dakota Nov 1 to 3, 2013
Jill Oakes planned a tour to the Grand Forks and Minot North Dakota area for November 1 to 3,
2013. The initial group of 9 left Winnipeg on Friday at 9am and after a short stop in Grand Forks
arrived at Bob and Sherry Engkvist’s farm near Maddock ND. to see the Starduster project that
they are working on. There are no builders in the area so Bob and Sherry have been meticulously
working on this project. Bob feels like he has “a project in a builder’s desert”. His workmanship is
outstanding. His large shop was the envy of all who toured. Grant Pronishen has training with the
Polyfiber system and he and Bob had a good discussion on technique. Sherry had made a large
pot of chilli, vegetable soup and two different cakes for us. It was Bob’s birthday so we got to
celebrate it with him.
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Bob demonstrating the unique canopy
System he designed

Beautiful shot of his workmanship

From Bob and Sherry’s we drove the Velvo to see
Larry Linrud’s projects. He was busy at a
commercial sewing machine in a side office when
we arrived. He was sewing new seat covers for
his Cessna 182 RG. Besides the 182, he has a
Safari 401 helicopter (previously known as the
Baby Bell because it looks like a Bell 47). He
totally built this project from a kit that came from
Ear Falls Canada and his workmanship was
immaculate. He then took us into the “cold
storage” area of his hangar to see another
perfectly restored 1929 Arrow Sport Monocoupe.
This aircraft was originally Larry’s 401 Safari 401
built in 1929 but in 1937 went back to the factory
and had 9ft. “clipped” off its wings and re-entered as a racer. He showed us a unique counter
balance system on the Aero Matic propeller. He said he was told that there was only one old fellow
in California who knew how the properly balance these counter-weights. After talking to this
fellow, Larry said that he drew a pencil line on the counter-weights and moved the weights ½ the
thickness of the pencil line and that increased his rpm by 300. Larry also has another Monocoupe
that he just recently completed the restoration of and it is now on display in the Dakota Territories
Air Museum. From Larry’s we headed to Minot and our hotel. Even though we had only made two
stops, our day was full and we arrived in Minot at 9pm.
The next day started at the Dakota
Territory Air Museum. The museum was
officially closed for the season but Jill had
arranged to have it opened for us. They
have a replica of the Wright Brothers
plane that flew at Kitty Hawk SC and said
it was a joint project between their
museum and the Fargo Air Museum. The
task of building the replica of the flyer for
the anniversary of flight was split
between the two museums. Each
museum made two identical parts for the
section of the flyer that each museum
was responsible for. Once all the parts
were manufactured, they both
constructed a complete replica in time for
the anniversary. The museum also had a large selection of aircraft on display. In the back storage
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area, they had a Piper J2 that had a fly wheel outside the cowling and an 18 volt rechargeable drill
that could be pulled from the cockpit to start the engine.

Dakota Territory Air Museum
Texas Legends Harvard Mk4
The Texas Legends Flying Museum also brings about 15 aircraft to the museum for the summer to
get them out of the brutal Texas summer sun, and then takes them back to Texas for the winter.
These aircraft are all in flyable condition and most of these aircraft were gone but there still was
about 5 left at the museum. They would also be
gone soon. There was a beautifully restored
Harvard from WWII in RCAF colours that looked
like it had just come off an assembly line. The
yellow paint shone like a new car.
Our next stop was just down the road at the Minot
Airport to Pietsch Aviation. Warren Pietsch, a
legend on the aerobatic flying circuit had just got
in late the night before from doing an air show in
Texas. He is restoring another Monocoupe in the
front reception area of their office. Another
beautiful job! They sure seem to like radials
around here.
Next we were off to Kevin Roseburg to see the
Pietenpol his father had started and he has now
taken over. Kevin said we were an inspiration to
him and he wanted to get back working on his
project. He said he’d been doing too much “Lazy
Boy” flying lately. He still did some flying, he and
14 other pilots each had a share in a Cessna 172
and he flew it fairly regularly. From Kevin’s, we
moved on to Don Larson’s. He’s the President of

Kevin Roseburg’s Pietenpol
the Dakota Territory Museum. He had the tail
and wings of a RV 6 hanging on the wall in his
garage. They have been hanging there for 6
years and again he said with the interest we
showed, spurred him to get back to the
project and try to get it finished.
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From there we went to Everett’s (sorry I missed his last name) farm to see his 1936 Fairchild. The
Fairchild and the 3 Monocoupes we saw all had 9 cylinder engines and again it had been restored
immaculately. He had bought a bankrupt PMU farm with a 50’ by 200’ barn on the property, which
was in good shape. Besides a warehouse for old aircraft parts that are all catalogued, he had
about 30 antique 1930’s and 40’s old cars in the building that were for sale for restoration or
parts. He also had at least the same number outside. The last two places we toured had been
added on to our itinerary after talking to pilots who had come to see their friends’ projects that we
were touring. It was six when we got back to the hotel, just time to change and go for dinner.
Grant’s friend NorVal Semchenko lives just south of Minot in Max, helped make arrangements for
the RAA group as well as some Minot pilots to go to a restaurant that overlooked the city of Minot.
We were joined by NorVal’s wife Carey (who also holds a PPL) as well as a couple of other local
aviators. It was a beautiful site to see all the city lights twinkling below the restaurant. After
dinner we went back to our hotel and NorVal gave a great presentation on working at the
McMurdo research station in Antarctica as technical support for the aircraft and transportation
facilities (he is an A&P as well as a CFI and has
been an aviator since starting crop dusting over
4 decades ago). He spent 5 winters (summer in
the southern hemisphere) working there. He had
a lot of interesting stories, especially about the
challenges of aviating in this harsh environment.
Sunday morning we drove to the town of
Garrison, about 45 minutes south of Minot to
have breakfast with Daryl Johnson and a group
of pilots from the area. Kevin and a few friends
flew in from Minot to have the $100.00 breakfast
with us. After breakfast we drove to the Garrison
Airport when Daryl showed us his 50’ by 60’
Just some of Don Johnson’s planes
hangar/workshop/apartment. In the hangar he had a ½ scale P51, a Porterfield he’d built as well
as a FP 404, Fisher Celebrity Biplane and Moonie Mite he’d restored that was up for sale. In the
workshop side of the hangar he had a Wolf Boredom Fighter (I love that name) that was upside
down on two saw horses. He’d just completed working on the cowling and we helped him flip the
plane over on its wheels. The hangar is 60’ by 50’ but laid out like a T-hangar for the planes up
front and the workshop is on one side and a fully furnished apartment on the other side. He said
after 911, he was no longer allowed to live in the apartment because of FAA concerns about
airport security.
Our tour finished at noon and we headed back
to Minot to pick up the spouses that remained
behind to shop. We then headed for home.
Thanks gain to Jill for organizing another
fantastic trip. We met a lot of nice people and
saw some great projects. There some seemed
to be a lot more interest in radial
engines in
this area than we see around Lyncrest.

Back on its gear
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2014 Membership Form

Winnipeg Area Chapter RAA
Full $25

Required Information
Name

OFFICE USE ONLY

Mailing
Address

Renewal Date

Phone(s)

Chq.
Other
Initials

E-mail
Are you an RAA national member?

(1)

Do you give permission for your information to be
made available to other Winnipeg RAA members?
Optional Information
Do you own
an aircraft?
Yes
Make/model:

No

Registration:
Are you
building or
restoring an
aircraft?

Yes
Make and model
of project(s):

No

Are you a
member of
other
aviation
groups?

Cash

Yes

No

Yes

No

EAA:
COPA:
Others:

What Pilots
licences and
ratings do
you hold?

RAA Winnipeg contributes $15 per member towards the insurance program maintained
by RAA national. This program provides liability insurance to cover local chapter events.
Please make cheques payable to: RAA - Winnipeg Chapter
Mailing Address: RAA c/o Steven Sadler PO Box 703 LaSalle Mb. R0G 1B0
1)

Notes: The $15 does not provide membership in RAAC.
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